Abstract: This study assesses the performance of the latest version 05B (V5B) Integrated Multi-Satellite Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) (IMERG) Early and Final Runs over southern China during six extremely heavy precipitation events brought by six powerful typhoons from 2016 to 2017. Observations from a dense network composed of 2449 rain gauges are used as reference to quantify the performance in terms of spatiotemporal variability, probability distribution of precipitation rates, contingency scores, and bias analysis. The results show that: (1) both IMERG with gauge calibration (IMERG_Cal) and without gauge correction (IMERG_Uncal) generally capture the spatial patterns of storm-accumulated precipitation with moderate to high correlation coefficients (CCs) of 0.57-0.87, and relative bias (RB) varying from −17.21% to 30.58%; (2) IMERG_Uncal and IMERG_Cal capture well the area-average hourly series of precipitation over rainfall centers with high CCs ranging from 0.78 to 0.94; (3) IMERG_Cal tends to underestimate precipitation especially the rainfall over the rainfall centers when compared to IMERG_Uncal. The IMERG Final Run shows promising potentials in typhoon-related extreme precipitation storm applications. This study is expected to give useful feedbacks about the latest V5B Final Run IMERG product to both algorithm developers and the scientific end users, providing a better understanding of how well the V5B IMERG products capture the typhoon extreme precipitation events over southern China.
Study Region, Data and Method

Study Region
The study region is Guangdong province located in southern China with longitude ranging from 109.66 • E to 117.19 • E and latitude varying between 20.30 • N and 25.52 • N ( Figure 1a ). The study region features with complex mountains and hills in the north, the northeast and the southwest, encompassing Pearl River Delta (PRD) indicated by red circle in Figure 1a . The flat PRD looks like a horn and is located in the central study region, which benefits the formation of precipitation in this area. Small flat plains scatter in coastal regions in the southwest and the northeast. Climatologically, this region is warm and humid, and suffers from massive rainfall brought by monsoon and tropical cyclones. Economically, Guangdong is the most prosperous province whose Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ranks the first among provinces in China. Guangdong, Hong Kong, and Macao composes a Greater Bay Area whose GDP exceeds 1.24 trillion USD, twice of San Francisco Bay Area. The landfall of severe typhoons, typhoon-related extreme precipitation events and storm surges usually lead to tremendously direct loss of property and lives. The economic loss in Guangdong province contributes an important share of annual cost in China due to typhoons [42] . Massive typhoons can result in employment increase and a periodic features to typhoons' impacts on employment [43] . The tropical cyclone strikes would cause significant (negative) impact on the economic in Guangdong province [44] .
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the study region, tracks of six typhoons in this study, and available precipitation products to be evaluated. Section 3 focuses on analyzing IMERG performances characterized by spatial distribution of precipitation, hourly precipitation time-series analysis, probability of detection of precipitation, agreement and disagreement analysis. A brief summary and conclusions are given in Section 4. 2. Study Region, Data and Method
The study region is Guangdong province located in southern China with longitude ranging from 109.66° E to 117.19° E and latitude varying between 20.30° N and 25.52° N ( Figure 1a ). The study region features with complex mountains and hills in the north, the northeast and the southwest, encompassing Pearl River Delta (PRD) indicated by red circle in Figure 1a . The flat PRD looks like a horn and is located in the central study region, which benefits the formation of precipitation in this area. Small flat plains scatter in coastal regions in the southwest and the northeast. Climatologically, this region is warm and humid, and suffers from massive rainfall brought by monsoon and tropical cyclones. Economically, Guangdong is the most prosperous province whose Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ranks the first among provinces in China. Guangdong, Hong Kong, and Macao composes a Greater Bay Area whose GDP exceeds 1.24 trillion USD, twice of San Francisco Bay Area. The landfall of severe typhoons, typhoon-related extreme precipitation events and storm surges usually lead to tremendously direct loss of property and lives. The economic loss in Guangdong province contributes an important share of annual cost in China due to typhoons [42] . Massive typhoons can result in employment increase and a periodic features to typhoons' impacts on employment [43] . The tropical cyclone strikes would cause significant (negative) impact on the economic in Guangdong province [44] . 
Data
Observations from a dense gauge network composed of 2449 rain gauges are used as reference ( Figure 1 ). To investigate how well the IMERG captured the spatial pattern of precipitation during six typhoon events, the hourly gauge observations were interpolated into regular gridded analysis (hereafter referred to as "GGKRIG") using a Kriging interpolation algorithm embedded in Version 8.2 Interactive Data Language (IDL). The spherical covariance function was used to model the variogram function in the Kriging interpolation algorithm. It needs to be kept in mind that the interpolation process may add uncertainties to the gridded gauge analysis, but these uncertainties were not considered in this study. Besides, the average rain gauge measurements within an individual pixel of IMERG data are used to compare against the measurements of IMERG pixel by pixel in order to mitigate the evaluation uncertainty raised by the inhomogeneity of precipitation that may cause a non-uniform beam filling (NUBF) problem for the space-born instruments onboard satellites [45] .
The publically available latest version of IMERG algorithm is V5B. The V5B IMERG Final Run product was released on 30 November 2017, and the Early and Late Runs were released on 1 December 2017. The IMERG algorithm is a unified U.S. QPE algorithm that takes advantage of three U.S. satellite-based precipitation algorithms, i.e., PERSIANN-CCS [8] , CMORPH [9] , and the TMPA [10, 11] . It integrates precipitation measurements derived from a numbers of PMW and IR sensors onboard the satellites to produce the quasi-global satellite-only QPE products provided in the Early and Late Runs, and combines the gauge analysis to yield gauge-corrected post research product in the Final Run [46] . The IMERG system runs twice in near-real-time to produce Early (Late) Run multi-satellite products after~4 h (12 h) observation time. Once monthly gauge analysis is received in around 2.5 months after the observation month, the Final Run product will be produced by adjusting the half-hourly multi-satellite product to the monthly gauge analysis. Two kinds of gauge analysis products were used in the adjustment, i.e., the GPCC V7 full Data Analysis from 1998 to 2013 and the GPCC V5 Monitoring Product from 2014 to present. The adjustment approach is the legacy of the gauge calibration algorithm used in TMPA for infusing monthly gauge information into the fine-scale precipitation estimates [11] . Specifically, the ratio of monthly satellite-gauge field to multi-satellite-only field is used to multiply half hourly multi-satellite-only estimates to produce gauge-corrected half hourly QPE products. The differences between the Early Run and the Final Run algorithms include: (1) the Early Run only has forward propagation primarily for extrapolation, while the Final Run has both forward and backward propagation that allows interpolation; (2) the Final Run has~2.5 months of latency that allows lagging data to be used in the Final run, even if these were not available for the Early Run; (3) the Early Run adopts trailing approach of rotation calibration of PMW with GPM Combined Radar-Radiometer (CORRA, using GMI and DPR), while the Final Run utilizes the centered approach; (4) surface pressure, surface temperature, and related humidity provided by Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) forecasts are used in Early Run while those provided by European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) analysis are used in the Final Run; (5) the Early Run is calibrated to the Final Run with climatological coefficients that vary by month and location, while the Final Run is adjusted to the monthly gauge analysis following the TMPA approach; (6) different error functions for the individual satellite estimates are calculated using data over a three-month period, the trailing for the Early Run but centered on the target month for the Final Run. More details can be found in the IMERG Technical Documentation [47] and the release notes in V5B IMERG Final Run Release Notes at https://pmm.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/document_files/ IMERG_FinalRun_V05_release_notes-rev3.pdf.
In this study, the Early Run satellite-only IMERG products (IMERG_ERUncal, hereafter) and the Final Run satellite-only and gauge-corrected IMERG products (IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal, respectively, hereafter) are evaluated by comparing against the gauge observations. For fair comparison, the half hourly IMERG products were accumulated to hourly rainfall to match the temporary resolution of gauge observations. The readers need to keep in mind that the change of temporal resolution from half hourly to hourly may affect the accuracy of satellite data. Thus the results in this study are of hourly scale. Additionally, the gauges used in this study may not be completely independent from the gauges used in IMERG, because there are approximately 25 out of the total 2449 gauges used in the GPCC.
Statistics Metrics
To quantitatively assess the performance of IMERG products, several commonly used skill scores are used for quantitative analysis. These skill scores include Bias, Relative Bias (RB), Root-Mean-Squared Error (RMSE), Correlation Coefficient (CC), Probability of Detection (POD), False Alarm Ratio (FAR), Critical Success Index (CSI), Hit Bias (HB), Miss Bias (MB), False Bias (FB), standard deviation (SD) of difference (SDD) between IMERG and gauge observations, relative SD (RSD), agreement index (AI) (Gebregiorgis et al., 2018) . The Bias is the deviation of IMERG from gauge observations. The RB is dimensionless and used to measure the deviation of IMERG from gauge observations in percentage when it is multiplied by 100. The POD, CSI and FAR can be computed based on the number of hits (H), false alarms (F), and misses (M) shown in the contingency Table 2 . The POD, CSI and FAR are used to measure IMERG' contingency scores. The AI measures the magnitude of agreement between IMERG and gauge observations. Additionally, HB, MB and FB are defined as the components of bias between gauge and IMERG. More detailed definition of these metrics can be found in Table 3 . 
Note: N denotes the number of samples. In the formula of CC, "Cov()" represents the covariance, and "σ" the standard deviation. In the formula of SDD, x denotes the average of differences between IMERG and gauge observed QPE, x i represents the difference between IMERG and gauge observed precipitation for a grid where there is at least one valid gauge observation exists at ith hour. Figure 2 shows the spatial distributions of accumulated rainfall from GGKRIG, IMERG_ERUncal, IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal during six typhoon events. Spatially, GGKRIG shows pronouncedly detailed texture alignment of precipitation while the precipitation of IMERG products varies smoothly from low precipitation area to intensive precipitation area. Overall, all three Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 70 6 of 22 IMERG products generally capture the spatial pattern of the precipitation depicted by GGKRIG over Guangdong province, but fail to capture some local orographic maxima indicated by red letter A in Figure 2a , B in Figure 2i , C in Figure 2m , D in Figure 2q . Compared with the typhoon tracks and the terrains as shown in Figure 1 , this could be explained as follows. Firstly, warm rain accretion process dominates typhoon rainfall after landfall in China [48] . Secondly, the tremendous wet air masses brought by typhoons interacted with the local mountains in the upward side to produce shallow orographic rainfall. This type of rainfall system tends to be underestimated by PWM algorithm due to weak ice scattering signature [49] . As for IMERG_ERUncal, it shows similar spatial patterns and a little lower precipitation intensities when compared to IMERG_FRCal. After careful investigation, it is found that the Early Run and the Final Run IMERG products contain the same sources of PMW sensors, identical high quality (HQ, i.e., PMW-only) precipitation and IR-only precipitation, but have different IR Kalman filter weights during the six typhoon-related precipitation events. This indicates that the calibration of PMW with CORRA and the auxiliary data like JMA and ECMWF have no impact on the PMW-only and IR-only precipitation. Therefore, the differences between IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal are likely due to the fact that backward propagation algorithm was not used in IMERG_ERUncal and thus no weighting average between two consecutive microwave overpasses is applied. In contrast, IMERG_FRUncal utilizes both backward and forward propagation components at the expense of a little larger data latency (~8 h). This suggests that location and intensity of the precipitation events could be more accurately captured with additional measurements from the next microwave overpass. It is noted that IMERG_FRCal demonstrates lower accumulated rainfall than the other two IMERG satellite-only QPE products, especially during typhoon Pakhar and Mawar. Previous studies by [25, 50, 51] report that the gauge correction approach used in TMPA often fails to produce compatible rainfall intensities with local gauge observations during extreme precipitation events, indicating that the gauge correction approach used in IMERG still suffers from similar limitations and shortcomings. Similar findings about this gauge correction algorithm over complex topography during heavy rainfall events can be found in studies by Dinku et al. and other literatures [25, 27, 50, 52] .
Results
Spatial Analysis
Quantitatively, the scatter plots in Figure 3 show that both IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal tend to overestimate the accumulated precipitation except for typhoon Merbok and Mawar. The statistic indexes indicate that IMERG products, either Early Run or Final Run, have different behaviors. This is likely due to complicated typhoon structures, atmospheric structures, different paths, inherent spatio-temporal inhomogeneity of precipitation, and the complicated terrains in Guangdong province. Generally, IMERG_FRUncal has similar but better performance than IMERG_ERUncal with higher CC (0.59~0.82), smaller RMSE (44.83 mm~33.95 mm), and smaller absolute RB (−17.34%~17.33%). In particular, during typhoon Haima, IMERG_FRUncal shows better skills in estimating rainfall with distinctly higher CC (0.77 vs. 0.72), lower RB (15.32% vs. 30.97%), and smaller RMSE (37.34 mm vs. 42.33 mm). This confirms the positive merits of backward propagation algorithm used in IMERG Final Run process. For the gauge-corrected IMERG_FRCal, it demonstrates similar skills of CC and RMSE with IMERG_FRUncal, but generally tends to underestimate the storm-accumulated precipitation with RB ranging from −7.21% to 30.58%. It is noted that the absolute RBs of IMERG_FRCal are overall smaller than IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal, suggesting the effectiveness of gauge-correction in reducing deviation of satellite-only rainfall estimates from the observations. Besides, this also confirms the limitation of gauge-correction algorithm during extreme precipitation events using monthly gauge analysis in IMERG Final Run as the aforementioned. To better understand the comprehensive performance of these three products, Figure 4 shows Taylor diagrams to visualize the statistics summary of how well the three IMERG products agree with the observations (GGKRIG) in terms of CC, RMSE, and standard deviation. The Taylor diagram was proposed by Taylor to provide a visual framework of summarizing multiple aspects of model performance related to reference (observations) [53] . The closer the model to the reference, the better the model. It is found that IMERG_FRCal has the best performance during typhoon Haima, Hato, Pakhar, and Mawar, and shows a little worse but close performance with IMERG_ERUnal and IMERG_FRUncal. IMERG_FRUncal performs better than IMERG_ERUncal in all typhoons except for typhoon Pakhar in which IMERG_FRUncal shows very close performance with IMERG_ERUncal. To better understand the comprehensive performance of these three products, Figure 4 shows Taylor diagrams to visualize the statistics summary of how well the three IMERG products agree with the observations (GGKRIG) in terms of CC, RMSE, and standard deviation. The Taylor diagram was proposed by Taylor to provide a visual framework of summarizing multiple aspects of model performance related to reference (observations) [53] . The closer the model to the reference, the better the model. It is found that IMERG_FRCal has the best performance during typhoon Haima, Hato, Pakhar, and Mawar, and shows a little worse but close performance with IMERG_ERUnal and IMERG_FRUncal. IMERG_FRUncal performs better than IMERG_ERUncal in all typhoons except for typhoon Pakhar in which IMERG_FRUncal shows very close performance with IMERG_ERUncal. To further investigate the error sources of IMERG products, Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of accumulated PMW-only estimates for IMERG (IMERG_PMW) and corresponding GGKRIG as well as the scatter plots between IMERG_PMW and GGKRIG during six typhoon-related rainfall events. It is noted that the IMERG_PMW significantly underestimated the precipitation, especially the rainfall center denoted by white rectangles (e.g., the center of rainfall during typhoon Hato shown in Figure 5j-k) . Additionally, some local precipitation maxima related to orographic effects as arrowed by red letter A-I in Figure 5 are poorly detected and estimated by IMERG_PMW. In particular, IMERG_PMW shows no precipitation in southwestern Guangdong province while the gauges do during typhoon Haima. The scatter plots imply that the IMERG_PMW underestimated rainfall to a great extend from 42.97% to 69.71%, and poorly correlated with gauge observations with low CC less than 0.6 except typhoon Haima and Merbok. Figure 6 shows the hourly availability of PMW sensor observations over Guangdong province. It can be seen that most of the time (Nida: 54%; Haima: 43.75%; Merbok: 46.77%; Hato: 45.83%; Pakhar: 40.28%; Mawar: 45.83%) there is no precipitation derived from microwave sensor observations for IMERG for all six events. According to the IMERG algorithm, the IR-based precipitation is used to fill the area where there is no high quality PMW precipitation during these time slots. Thus it can be included that the lack of PMW sensor observations, the limitation of PMW-based precipitation as well as the shortcomings of IR-based precipitation are attributed to the performances of IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal during these six typhoon-related events.
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To further investigate the error sources of IMERG products, Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of accumulated PMW-only estimates for IMERG (IMERG_PMW) and corresponding GGKRIG as well as the scatter plots between IMERG_PMW and GGKRIG during six typhoon-related rainfall events. It is noted that the IMERG_PMW significantly underestimated the precipitation, especially the rainfall center denoted by white rectangles (e.g., the center of rainfall during typhoon Hato shown in Figure 5j-k) . Additionally, some local precipitation maxima related to orographic effects as arrowed by red letter A-I in Figure 5 are poorly detected and estimated by IMERG_PMW. In particular, IMERG_PMW shows no precipitation in southwestern Guangdong province while the gauges do during typhoon Haima. The scatter plots imply that the IMERG_PMW underestimated rainfall to a great extend from 42.97% to 69.71%, and poorly correlated with gauge observations with low CC less than 0.6 except typhoon Haima and Merbok. Figure 6 shows the hourly availability of PMW sensor observations over Guangdong province. It can be seen that most of the time (Nida: 54%; Haima: 43.75%; Merbok: 46.77%; Hato: 45.83%; Pakhar: 40.28%; Mawar: 45.83%) there is no precipitation derived from microwave sensor observations for IMERG for all six events. According to the IMERG algorithm, the IR-based precipitation is used to fill the area where there is no high quality PMW precipitation during these time slots. Thus it can be included that the lack of PMW sensor observations, the limitation of PMW-based precipitation as well as the shortcomings of IRbased precipitation are attributed to the performances of IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal during these six typhoon-related events. Hydrologic cycle is greatly affected by temporal variation of precipitation. Flash flooding, landslides, and other hydro-related hazards are usually triggered by heavy precipitation over a short time period. Figures 8 and 9 show the plots of area-average hourly-series rainfall over Guangdong province and rainfall centers denoted in white rectangles in Figure 2 during six typhoon-related precipitation events. It needs to be kept in mind that only the grids that are overlapped with at least one gauge are taken into account to compute the hourly-series precipitation. It is noted that different typhoons have different number of precipitation peaks, which is likely attributed to the complicated typhoon structures and atmospheric environments. Generally, both the Early Run and the Final Run IMERG product are able to capture the temporal variation of rainfall with gauge observations in all events with high CC > 0.7. Additionally, the temporal variation patterns of IMERG_ERUncal (IMERG_FRUncal, IMERG_FRCal) over the rainfall centers are similar to those over the whole Guangdong province. This indicates the precipitation over rainfall centers is the primary contribution 
Hourly-Series Rainfall
Hydrologic cycle is greatly affected by temporal variation of precipitation. Flash flooding, landslides, and other hydro-related hazards are usually triggered by heavy precipitation over a short time period. Figures 8 and 9 show the plots of area-average hourly-series rainfall over Guangdong province and rainfall centers denoted in white rectangles in Figure 2 during six typhoon-related precipitation events. It needs to be kept in mind that only the grids that are overlapped with at least one gauge are taken into account to compute the hourly-series precipitation. It is noted that different typhoons have different number of precipitation peaks, which is likely attributed to the complicated typhoon structures and atmospheric environments. Generally, both the Early Run and the Final Run IMERG product are able to capture the temporal variation of rainfall with gauge observations in all events with high CC > 0.7. Additionally, the temporal variation patterns of IMERG_ERUncal (IMERG_FRUncal, IMERG_FRCal) over the rainfall centers are similar to those over the whole Guangdong province. This indicates the precipitation over rainfall centers is the primary contribution to the total precipitation over Guangdong province. It is worth noticing that IMERG significantly overestimated the peak precipitation than gauge observations in all events except Typhoon Merbok. This is likely attributed to the fact that the half-hourly IMERG does not actually present half-hourly average rain rates, but rather a kind of quasi-instantaneous precipitation rate at some instantaneous moment during the half hour period when the satellite overpasses. Besides, it can be seen that IMERG_FRCal generally shows better agreement with the gauge observations during the rainfall peaks by significantly reducing the overestimations over rainfall centers especially during typhoon Hato and Pakhar. But IMERG_FRCal shows significant overestimation during typhoon Haima. This indicates that the gauge-correction algorithm with monthly gauge analysis in the Final Run still has limitations to conduct bias adjustment to the satellite-only QPE products.
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 70 13 of 22 to the total precipitation over Guangdong province. It is worth noticing that IMERG significantly overestimated the peak precipitation than gauge observations in all events except Typhoon Merbok. This is likely attributed to the fact that the half-hourly IMERG does not actually present half-hourly average rain rates, but rather a kind of quasi-instantaneous precipitation rate at some instantaneous moment during the half hour period when the satellite overpasses. Besides, it can be seen that IMERG_FRCal generally shows better agreement with the gauge observations during the rainfall peaks by significantly reducing the overestimations over rainfall centers especially during typhoon Hato and Pakhar. But IMERG_FRCal shows significant overestimation during typhoon Haima. This indicates that the gauge-correction algorithm with monthly gauge analysis in the Final Run still has limitations to conduct bias adjustment to the satellite-only QPE products. Figure 10 depicts the Probability Distribution as a Function (PDF) of rain rates by occurrence for gauge observations and the IMERG products during six heavy rainfall events. Only the grids that were overlapped with at least one gauge are used to compute PDF. Overall, all IMERG products underestimated the light precipitation (<0.6 mm/h) and overestimated the light to moderate precipitation in 0.6-6 mm/h. IMERG_ERUncal has close PDF with IMERG_FRUncal, and detected more light precipitation occurrences that IMERG_FRUncal. This is likely attributed to the fact that both forward and backward morphing algorithms were applied in the Final Run while only forward morphing algorithm was implemented in the Early Run. Figure 10 depicts the Probability Distribution as a Function (PDF) of rain rates by occurrence for gauge observations and the IMERG products during six heavy rainfall events. Only the grids that were overlapped with at least one gauge are used to compute PDF. Overall, all IMERG products underestimated the light precipitation (<0.6 mm/h) and overestimated the light to moderate precipitation in 0.6-6 mm/h. IMERG_ERUncal has close PDF with IMERG_FRUncal, and detected more light precipitation occurrences that IMERG_FRUncal. This is likely attributed to the fact that both forward and backward morphing algorithms were applied in the Final Run while only forward morphing algorithm was implemented in the Early Run. Figure 10 depicts the Probability Distribution as a Function (PDF) of rain rates by occurrence for gauge observations and the IMERG products during six heavy rainfall events. Only the grids that were overlapped with at least one gauge are used to compute PDF. Overall, all IMERG products underestimated the light precipitation (<0.6 mm/h) and overestimated the light to moderate precipitation in 0.6-6 mm/h. IMERG_ERUncal has close PDF with IMERG_FRUncal, and detected more light precipitation occurrences that IMERG_FRUncal. This is likely attributed to the fact that both forward and backward morphing algorithms were applied in the Final Run while only forward morphing algorithm was implemented in the Early Run. 
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Analysis of Bias
The bias between IMERG products and the gauge observations is quantified in terms of arithmetic difference, and relative bias (difference) as shown in Figure 11 . All of the IMERG products show underestimation and overestimation in different typhoon events. The Final Run gauge-corrected product IMERG_FRCal show smaller magnitude of RB ranging from −10.75% to 32.45%, and its counterpart satellite-only product IMERG_FRUncal has RB varying from −14.79% to 20.28%. The Early Run satellite-only product IMERG_ERUncal shows larger magnitude of RB ranging from −14.79% to 34.39%, indicating higher bias levels than the Final Run IMERG products.
To further investigate the sources of bias, the total bias was decomposed into three components: HB, MB, and FB. As shown in Figure 12 , the FB is the primary component that contributes most to the total bias during all events. It is noted that the MB and FB are significantly reduced in the Final Run when compared to the Early Run for all events. This suggests the positive effectiveness of the backward morphing algorithm applied in the Final Run data processing. In addition, it can be seen that IMERG_FRCal tends to have negative HB, and both IMERG_FRCal and IMERG_FRUncal are inclined to have larger magnitude of HB than IMERG_FRCal. This implies that the success of forward and backward morphing algorithm in the Final Run may be at the expense of increasing HB. The bias between IMERG products and the gauge observations is quantified in terms of arithmetic difference, and relative bias (difference) as shown in Figure 11 . All of the IMERG products show underestimation and overestimation in different typhoon events. The Final Run gaugecorrected product IMERG_FRCal show smaller magnitude of RB ranging from −10.75% to 32.45%, and its counterpart satellite-only product IMERG_FRUncal has RB varying from −14.79% to 20.28%. The Early Run satellite-only product IMERG_ERUncal shows larger magnitude of RB ranging from −14.79% to 34.39%, indicating higher bias levels than the Final Run IMERG products.
To further investigate the sources of bias, the total bias was decomposed into three components: HB, MB, and FB. As shown in Figure 12 , the FB is the primary component that contributes most to the total bias during all events. It is noted that the MB and FB are significantly reduced in the Final Run when compared to the Early Run for all events. This suggests the positive effectiveness of the backward morphing algorithm applied in the Final Run data processing. In addition, it can be seen that IMERG_FRCal tends to have negative HB, and both IMERG_FRCal and IMERG_FRUncal are inclined to have larger magnitude of HB than IMERG_FRCal. This implies that the success of forward and backward morphing algorithm in the Final Run may be at the expense of increasing HB. 
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Contingency Analysis
Contingency analysis usually uses POD, FAR and CSI to quantify the performance of QPE products and precipitation forecast (QPF) products. Figure 13 shows the overall contingency scores for rainy event detection with 0 mm/h to separate rainy and non-rainy events. The IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal have the same POD, FAR and CSI. This is because the IMERG_FRCal is obtained by multiplying IMERG_FRUncal with a scale factor which does not change IMERG_FRUncal's capability of detecting rainy events. Additionally, it is noted that both of them have higher POD and CSI but lower FAR than IMERG_ERUncal does. This once again confirms the positive effectiveness of forward and backward morphing algorithm in the Final Run on improving the rainy event detection.
For further contingency analysis, Figure 14 shows the contingency scores of different precipitation products as a function of different precipitation rates with interval of 1 mm/h. It is clearly shown that both IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal have higher POD and CSI than IMERG_ERUncal when rain rates are less than 10 mm/h, and IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal demonstrate higher POD and CSI than IMERG_FRCal when rain rates are greater than 10 mm/h. Also, it can be found that IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal demonstrate distinctly lower FAR 
For further contingency analysis, Figure 14 shows the contingency scores of different precipitation products as a function of different precipitation rates with interval of 1 mm/h. It is clearly shown that both IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal have higher POD and CSI than IMERG_ERUncal when rain rates are less than 10 mm/h, and IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal demonstrate higher POD and CSI than IMERG_FRCal when rain rates are greater than 10 mm/h. Also, it can be found that IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal demonstrate distinctly lower FAR than IMERG_ERUncal when rain rates are less than 35 mm/h, and IMERG_FRCal has higher FAR than other two satellite-only products. This indicates these IMERG products have different skills in detecting precipitation. Also, this confirms that the gauge-correction with monthly gauge analysis in the Final Run processing leads to reducing high rain rates. Overall, the Final Run IMERG products outperform the Early Run IMERG product IMERG_ERUncal. 
Analysis of Agreement and Disagreement Statistics
The agreement between IMERG and the gauge observations is quantified using Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (CC) and agreement Index (AI) (Figure 15 ). Both IMERG_FRUncal and 
The agreement between IMERG and the gauge observations is quantified using Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (CC) and agreement Index (AI) (Figure 15 ). Both IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal show close CC ranging from~0.4 to 0.63, and moderate to high AI (0.6 to 0.75), and demonstrate pronouncedly higher CC and AI than IMERG_ERUncal. Low CC and AI values are reported during typhoon Mawar and Merbok. This re-confirms that the Final Run IMERG products benefit from the forward and backward morphing algorithm which can help improve precipitation estimation over the forward-only morphing algorithm applied in the Early Run.
The disagreement between IMERG and the gauge observations is assessed using standard deviation of differences (SDD) between IEMRG and gauge observations and relative SDD (RSD) (Figure 15c,d) . It is noted that IMERG_ERUncal has evidently higher SDD than the Final Run IMERG products whose SDD are close to each other for most of events except Hato and Pakhar. Overall, IMERG_FRCal shows a little lower SDD than IMERG_FRUncal except Nida and Merbok. Regarding of RSD, Figure 15d depicts that the range of RSD is 2 to 5 times of the average rain rate during each storm. Both of IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal demonstrates close RSD to each other, and lower RSD than IMERG_ERUncal does. Generally, in terms of RSD, IMERG_FRCal performs best, IMERG_ERUncal is ranked second, and IMERG_ERUncal performs worst. This may be likely linked to the forward and backward morphing algorithm and the gauge-correction algorithm implemented in the Final Run. The disagreement between IMERG and the gauge observations is assessed using standard deviation of differences (SDD) between IEMRG and gauge observations and relative SDD (RSD) (Figure 15c,d) . It is noted that IMERG_ERUncal has evidently higher SDD than the Final Run IMERG products whose SDD are close to each other for most of events except Hato and Pakhar. Overall, IMERG_FRCal shows a little lower SDD than IMERG_FRUncal except Nida and Merbok. Regarding of RSD, Figure 14d depicts that the range of RSD is 2 to 5 times of the average rain rate during each storm. Both of IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal demonstrates close RSD to each other, and lower RSD than IMERG_ERUncal does. Generally, in terms of RSD, IMERG_FRCal performs best, IMERG_ERUncal is ranked second, and IMERG_ERUncal performs worst. This may be likely linked to the forward and backward morphing algorithm and the gauge-correction algorithm implemented in the Final Run. 
Summary and Conclusions
This study evaluated the V5 IMERG precipitation products during six typhoon extreme rainfall events aiming to provide the IMERG end users and algorithm developers with further insights on their accuracies when compared to the ground gauge observations. Both the Early Run and the Final Run IMERG products were selected for evaluations: the Early Run satellite-only IMERG_ERUncal, the Final Run satellite-only IMERG_FRUncal and gauge-corrected IMERG_FRCal. Due to the high spatio-temporal resolution which is expected to have great potentials of hydrologic utilization, the evaluation was conducted at the native spatial resolution of 0.1°× 0.1° at hourly scale during six typhoon extreme precipitation events over Guangdong province in southern China. The observations from the dense gauge network composed of 2449 gauges were used as independent reference for evaluating the IMERG products. Spatial distribution of storm-accumulated precipitation, time series rainfall, probability distribution, and contingency scores, bias decomposition, and the degree of agreement are analyzed in this study. The main conclusions based on the six typhoon-related storm cases are summarized as follows:
(1). IMERG products, either the Early Run or the Final Run, generally capture the spatiotemporal variability of precipitation with moderate to high CCs (0.6 to 0.87) for most of events except 
This study evaluated the V5 IMERG precipitation products during six typhoon extreme rainfall events aiming to provide the IMERG end users and algorithm developers with further insights on their accuracies when compared to the ground gauge observations. Both the Early Run and the Final Run IMERG products were selected for evaluations: the Early Run satellite-only IMERG_ERUncal, the Final Run satellite-only IMERG_FRUncal and gauge-corrected IMERG_FRCal. Due to the high spatio-temporal resolution which is expected to have great potentials of hydrologic utilization, the evaluation was conducted at the native spatial resolution of 0.1 • × 0.1 • at hourly scale during six typhoon extreme precipitation events over Guangdong province in southern China. The observations from the dense gauge network composed of 2449 gauges were used as independent reference for evaluating the IMERG products. Spatial distribution of storm-accumulated precipitation, time series rainfall, probability distribution, and contingency scores, bias decomposition, and the degree of agreement are analyzed in this study. The main conclusions based on the six typhoon-related storm cases are summarized as follows:
(1). IMERG products, either the Early Run or the Final Run, generally capture the spatiotemporal variability of precipitation with moderate to high CCs (0.6 to 0.87) for most of events except Mawar in which IMERG_ERUncal has low CC about 0.49 ( Figure 2) , and with RB ranging from −15.27% to 42.55%, and RMSE ranging from 31.58 mm to 47.50 mm (Figure 1) . (2) . Overall, the IMERG products track reasonably well the temporal variation of the area-average hourly precipitation over Guangdong (with high CCs from 0.78 to 0.93) and rainfall centers (with high CCs from 0.74 to 0.94) during six typhoon-related events. All IMERG products tend to overestimate the peak rainfall especially IMERG_ERUncal overestimates the most. IMERG_FRUncal overestimated less than IMERG_ERUncal. IMERG_FRCal shows best agreement with gauge observations (Figures 7 and 8 ). (3). All IMERG products underestimate the light precipitation (<0.6 mm/h) and overestimate the light to moderate precipitation in 0.6-6 mm/h ( Figure 9 ). (4). The FB is the primary component that contributes most to the total bias during all events.
IMERG_FRCal tends to have negative HB, and both IMERG_FRCal and IMERG_FRUncal are inclined to have larger magnitude of HB than IMERG_FRCal does. (5). IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal have the same capability of detecting rainy events, showing higher POD and CSI, and lower FAR than IMERG_ERUncal. IMERG_FRUncal and IMERG_FRCal have higher POD and CSI than IMERG_ERUncal when rain rates are less than 10 mm/h. IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal demonstrate higher POD and CSI than IMERG_FRCal when rain rates are greater than 10 mm/h ( Figure 13 ). (6) . The large magnitude of underestimation and overestimation of the heavy rainfall regions by satellite-only IMERG is primarily linked to the lack of microwave sensor observations. The limitations of IR-based and PMW-based rainfall estimation over complex terrains are attributed to the large bias of IMERG products when compared to gauge observations. The V5B IMERG is state-of-the-art high resolution QPE products. It makes full use of advanced morphing algorithms and utilizes all available observations from IR and PMW sensors, the space-born dual-pol precipitation radar, and gauge observations over globe. This study suggests that IMERG products show promising performance in capturing the spatial and temporal patterns of very powerful typhoon extreme rainfall events like Nida, Haima, and Hato over Guangdong province in southern China, but still demonstrate large magnitude of overestimation for the satellite-only IMERG products from both the Early Run and the Final Run. The Final Run gauge-corrected IMERG_FRCal shows better performance than the satellite-only IMERG_ERUncal and IMERG_FRUncal, but it tends to underestimate the overall precipitation and still has considerable bias in estimating the hourly area-average precipitation. It is expected that the upcoming upgraded version of IMERG that uses daily gauge analysis for gauge correction will greatly improve the Final Run research product. Besides, these results are based only on six extreme typhoon-related precipitation storm, and more and further analysis are needed to investigate the sources of IMERG bias and its behaviors in different events. For example, there is a significant difference between the sample volumes of rain gauge and GPM sensors, and the one-dimension gauge measurement can't reflect the inhomogeneity of precipitation that causes a non-uniform beam filling (NUBF) problem for the space-born sensors [54] . Such NUBF problem could be further investigated with observations from local ground-based dual-pol weather radar and phase array radar network in Guangdong province. This work is undergoing.
